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FROM SPACE

TO THE CHALLENGE

NOTE: Participants may also submit 
their idea to the Space Exploration 
Masters innovation competition, which 
amongst others offers the ESA’s Health 
& Food Challenge. Find more 
information on the challenges and 
prizes (worth a total of EUR 800,000) at: 
www.space-exploration-masters.com


	Text2: Identify similar/analogue cases to Space Exploration on Earth
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	text8: Terrestrial environmental hazards, e. g. radiation, toxic pollutants and contaminants, impact many aspects of life that are inextricably linked to health and food. To address this, WHO (http://www.who.int/foodsafety/areas_work/nutrition/en/) has a key role to play advancing both mitigation and adaptation strategies for climate and environmental change, working in collaboration with ESA and other stakeholders.Space environment also turn to be dangerous for human beings in Space, e. g . astronauts, plants and animals. ESA is constantly performing several activities such as astronaut missions, ground-based experiments and technology demonstrations related to food concerns to assure sustainable survivability in Space, e. g. check-lists procedures, nutrition features, taste elements, preservation, packaging, food generation in Space, etc. 
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